Books (Authored)

2012    Improve Your General English (with Maghsoudi and Yarahmady)
         Aysana Publications

2012    An Introduction to IELTS Exam
         Aysana Publications

2012    English for Computer Students (with Dr. Rafeh)
         Aysana Publications

2012    Interactive English for Information Age
         Asyana Publications

2011    A Collection of 3000 Classified Multiple Choice Tests on English Literature (With Rezaei Hezaveh)
         Rahnama Publications

2011    Poets in Reflection (with AzizMohammady and Afrougheh)
         Islamic Azad University of Arak

2011    Book Pagination and Cover design
         Iran university of science and technology Press

2011    English for the students of manufacturing and production
         Aysana Publications

2011    English for the students of mining
         Aysana Publications
2011     A glossary of mechanical terms
      Aysana publications
2011     Apache, PHP, MySql, Web Development
      Aysana Publications
2011     Computer for humanities
      Aysana Publications
2011     A Course on General English
      Aysana Publications
2011     Outlook Software Manua
      Aysana publications
2011     An Intelligent English Language Tutor for Persian Learners of English: Based on Persian Computational Morphology and Syntax
      Lambert Academic Publishing, Germany
2011     A Course on Idioms and Idiomatic Expressions (with Dr. Maghsoudy and Dr. Yarahmady)
      Islamic Azad University of Arak
2009     English for the students of MBA
      Iran University of Science and Technology, Tehran, Iran
2008     An Introduction to Prolog and Persian Language Processing
      Iran University of Science and Technology, Tehran, Iran
2008     English for the students of IT (reprinted in 2009 and 2010)
      SAMT, Tehran, Iran
2008     4400 Classified M.A. Tests on Teaching English
      Navaye Danesh Publications, Arak, Iran
2005     GE for US (With Madani, Farrokh and Ranjbari)
Fath Danesh Publications, Arak, Iran

2005  The Art of Searching the Web
      Fath Danesh Publications, Arak, Iran

2005  Internet, Email, Yahoo Self-tutorial
      Fath Danesh Publications, Arak, Iran

1999  2400 Classified M.A. Tests on Teaching English
      Fath Danesh Publications, Arak, Iran

Books (Translated into English)

In Print  The Holy Prophet
          Centre for Expansion of Islamic Ideology, Qom, Iran

In Print  God's Student
          Ministry of Islamic Guidance, Arak, Iran

In Print  Let's Invite God
          Ministry of Islamic Guidance, Arak, Iran

Books (Translated into Persian)
2010  Internet for Experts (with Dr. Hossein Nejad)
Navaye Danesh Publications, Arak, Iran

2009  Macro Writing in Excel (with Dr. Salami and Eng. Moradizadeh)
Navaye Danesh Publications, Arak, Iran

2009  Understanding Police Use of Force
IRI Police Research Centre, Tehran, Iran

2005  PHP Power Programming
Gazelle Publications, Tehran, Iran

1998  BitWare (How to handle Voice, Fax, and Data on PCs)
Dadkhah Publications, Tehran, Iran (Reprinted 1999, 2000, 2001)

Journal Papers

2011  Improving the Translation of Idioms by Google Translate
Translation Studies Journal, Tehran, Iran (Elmi Pajooheshi)

2010  Challenges of Machine Translation Using 3 MT Systems
Translation Studies, Tehran, Iran (Elmi Pajooheshi)

2009  Buckling Analyses of Rectangular Plates Composed of Functionally
Graded Materials (With Najafizadeh and Kazemi)
Journal of Solid Mechanics, Islamic Azad University of Arak, Arak, Iran

2008  Some Key Issues on the Use of Information Technology in
Educational System
Journal of Science and Technology (Arak), Iran

2007  A Comparative Evaluation of Two Persian MT Systems
Translation Studies, Tehran, Iran (Elmi Pajooheshi)
2005  Language Learning and CALL
       ILI Language Teaching Journal, Vol 1. No. 2, Tehran, Iran

2005  Policy Development Using Citizen Surveys (Translated into Persian)
       Security and Order Quarterly: IRI Police Research Centre, Tehran

2005  Content-based support for Persian learners of English
       RECALL, Vol 17, Issue 1 pages 139-154 (with Allan Ramsay)

Conference Papers

2011  Persian morphology: Description and Implementation
       Egypt Society of Language Engineering

2011  An intelligent computer assisted language learning system for Persian
       learners of English
       The 4th ENIEDA Conference on Linguistic and Intercultural Education,
       Serbia

2009  Automating Multiple Choice Vocabulary Test Item Preparation
       The 7th International TELLSI Conference, Yazd, Iran

2009  Technological Aspects of Internet Crime Prevention
       Police and Security in 1404 Perspective, Police Research Centre,
       Tehran, Iran

2008  Some Key Issues on the Use of Information Technology in
       Educational System
       Shahr Kord University, Shahr Kord, Iran

2007  Recursive Transitional Networks and Parsing Persian
       Egyptian Association of Natural Language Processing, Cairo, Egypt
2007 Strategies to Implement e-learning in Universities
Information & Communications Technology Management
Conference, Tehran, Iran

2006 A Unification Based Parser for Persian
Egyptian Association of Natural Language Processing, Cairo, Egypt

2006 Electronic Textbooks: Opportunities and Challenges
The First International University Textbook Conference, SAMT,
Tehran, Iran

2005 IPA and Word Processing, Problems and Solutions
TELSI, Razi University, Kermanshah Iran

2005 Persian Word Order is Free but not Discontinuous (With Ramsay and Ahmady)
RANLP-05, Borovets, Bulgaria.

2005 A Simple DCG Parser for Persian
IRCE 2005, Leeds University, UK

2003 Content-Based Support for Persian Learners of English
WordCALL 2003, Calgary, Canada.

2002 Supporting Persian learners of English using a Farsi Parser
CLUK, Leeds, UK

Projects

2010 Automating multiple choice vocabulary item test generation

2009 Computers and Literature

2008 Prolog and Persian Language Processing
Certificates

1995 Certificate to Teach English and Persian Typing
Professional & Occupational Education Organization

1994 Desktop Publishing Certificate
Professional & Occupational Education Organization

1993 Computer Operator Certificate
Professional & Occupational Education Organization

1992 Calligraphy Certificate (Elementary and Intermediate)
Association of Iranian Calligraphers

Language Proficiency

IELTS International English Language Testing System
2000 8.0 out of 9.0

French Elementary
Allameh Tabatabaei University
Awards

2010 Developing the M.A. Syllabus for CALL
Ministry of Science, Research and Technology, Tehran, Iran

2005 Developing the M.A. Syllabus for CALL
E-Learning Centre: Iran University of Science and Technology, Tehran, Iran

2004 Arak Petrochemical Complex (via Industrial Management Organization)
Selected as the best Instructor teaching ICDL to high ranking officials

1999 Iran University of Science & Technology
Selected as the best Instructor in Arak Branch

Seminars Organized

2003 Iranian Students Seminar 2003 Head of Humanities Section
2002 Iranian Students Seminar 2002 Head of ELT Section
Web sties Developed

Shazand Payam Nour university
http://www.shazandpnu.ac.ir

Navayedanesh Publications
http://www.Navayedanesh.com

Offering the General English course online
http://www.generalenglish.tk

Union of Iranian Students Association in Europe:
http://www.uisaeurope.com

Iranian Students Seminar 2003 Birmingham UK
http://www.iran-student.net/2003

Iranian Students Seminar 2002 Manchester UK
http://www.iran-student.net/2002

Multimedia CDs Produced

2009 English for the students of MBA
2008 English for the Students of IT
2007 English for the Students of Computer
2006 How to make Ebooks
2006 Introduction to IELTS
2006 IPA and Word Processing
2005 ICDL Utility
Workshops Presented

2010 Computer Assisted Language Learning
Islamic Azad University, Ahwaz, Iran

2010 How to start your own blog
Islamic Azad University, Arak, Iran

2009 Digital Library
Islamic Azad University, Arak, Iran

2008 Language Teaching/Learning Resources on the Web
TELLSI, Yazd University, Yazd, Iran

2007 An Introduction to Cambridge ESOL Exams
Amir Kabir Technical College, Tehran, Iran

2006 How to create E-books
The First International University Textbook Conference, SAMT, Tehran, Iran

2005 How to use the internet to write academic papers
Islamic Azad University, Arak, Iran

2005 How to enter IPA characters in word processing Documents
TELSI, Razi University, Kermanshah Iran

2005 How to develop a personal Web site
Iran University of Science and Technology, Arak Branch

2004 Using a PDA for an academic Individual
Iran University of Science and Technology, Arak Branch
Education

2003 Department of Language Engineering, UMIST, U.K.  
Ph.D. Intelligent Computer Assisted Language Learning

1991 Allameh Tabatabaei University, Tehran, Iran  
M.A. in TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign Language)

1988 Allameh Tabatabaei University, Tehran, Iran  
B.A. in English Translation